
A nice proof run with a large number of new bulls in the line-up from our partner RIVERGEN - many top bulls enter our
offer. Discover more of those new German Fleckvieh bulls on the GZW base:

High German Fleckvieh offer ! 

Himmel

Daughter proven bulls

With

- Zeiger at 142 GZW,

- Zubringer at 141,

- Hashtag at 140 and

- Haiti at 138,

we can proudly occupy the first to fourth places of all progeny tested Fleckvieh
bulls with well-known Höchstädter bulls.

 Himmel (S. Hurly) can be recommended as a newcomer in the proven bulls as
a timeless all-rounder. The proven and popular bull was able to keep his gGZW
at 124 against the depreciation and has a milk value of 122 with an incredible
+1265 kg milk. With average milkability (101), the daughters of the A2A2 bull
inspire with a very good cell count (121). The highlight is Himmel's
conformation inheritance. His large-framed daughters (R 119) stand on ideally
angled feet&legs with good feet&legs and feet & legs (F 108). The fantastic
udders (136) impress with their enormously good attachment to the abdominal
wall (VEA 127), the high udder floor (120) and the ideally placed teats front and
rear (SPv 130; SPh 112). He is the best udder improver worldwide !

 Montreal (S. Melbourne), Weidwerk (S. Weitlblick) and Honolulu (S.
Hokupokus) are the 3 other proven bulls entering our offer with different
assets.

Hashtag

Kosika, daughter of Zubringer

Iceland, daughter of Zeiger



SYNETICS - The perfect fit 

This is just a small excerpt from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. We will shortly be presenting our current
range of bulls in more detail here.

Genomic Sires

 Scotty (S. Sputnik) with a gGZW of 147 is one of Sputnik’s most complete sons
with the highest breeding value. He goes back to an outstanding cow family,
with still 5 generations !

 Willers PP (S. Wirbelwind PS, GZW 136) comes from a well-known proven cow
family with very strong conformation, and his dam was at the German
Fleckvieh Show 2023 in Miesbach. He also brings good beef value and top
fitness.

 Watson PP (S. Wannabe PP, GZW 131) is another homozygous polled son from
the same cow family as Wuestensohn and Volkert. He shows good beef and
milk values, good fitness with high longevity and udder health.

 Schiller (S. Senator, GZW 140) comes from an impressive cow family,
convincing with a high overall breeding value and a very good milk yield.

 Mergur PS (S. Monet PP) is already well-known and was able to maintain his
gGZW 139 and MW at 126. He combines top breeding values making him an
all-rounder.

Scotty

Mergur PS

Willers


